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Application of BEMD in Extraction of Regional and Local Gravity Anomalies Reflecting Geological Structures Associated with Mineral Resources

Yongqing Chen, Binbin Zhao, Jingnning Huang and Lina Zhang

Abstract

The bi-dimensional empirical mode decomposition (BEMD) method is an adaptive analysis method for nonlinear and nonstationary data. With the sifting process of BEMD, the data can be decomposed into a series of bi-dimensional intrinsic mode functions (BIMFs), which may present the relative local feature of the data. In this study, the BEMD method was successfully used for analyzing the Bouguer gravity data of Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field in Yunnan Province and Tongshi gold field in Western Shandong Uplift Block to extract different-scale anomalies. In these two cases, regional and local components were separated, which can reflect the geological structures at different depths and some intrusive bodies which may be associated with mineral deposits. The results reveals the spatial distribution relationship between the different intrusive bodies and the various types of mineral deposits in the aforementioned two study area, which provide some reliable evidence for exploration of new concealed mineral deposits.
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1. Introduction

With exhaustion of near surface mineral resources, we are forced to explore deeply for discovering new mineral resources. The exploration and evaluation of concealed mineral deposits represent a frontier in exploration for which geophysical methods are particularly well suited. Geophysical data from gravity and magnetic surveys may contain ore-forming
information from greater depths which has not been fully explored due to limitation of
traditional mathematical model for extracting useful information. It is possible to extract
deep information from gravity and magnetic data by using new data processing technolo-
gies to construct more accurate geological structure models, including the dip and shape
of geological bodies, which are essential in predicting deep ore targets. An effective use of
gravity fields is to characterize forms, sizes, and depths, as well as masses of various geologi-
cal objects and their relations to mineral resources. The most direct information acquired
from gravity fields is the density of geological bodies. The high gravity indicates higher
average densities than the others surrounded. Conversely, the low gravity represents low
average densities.

Because of the heterogeneities in the densities of geological bodies during complicated geo-
ological processes, multiple solutions are an important problem to be focused. This nonunique
correspondence will lead to difficulties in inferring deep geological structures and in delin-
eating concealed geological objects, which need to be constrained by the intrinsic informa-
tion from geology and geochemistry. On the other hand, some new efficient decomposition
are required to extract more accurate anomalies information reflecting geological bodies and
obtaining ore-finding evidences from field data.

The recorded data in geosciences usually exhibit nonlinearity and nonstationary due to the
complexities of geological processes and the heterogeneities of geological bodies in composi-
tion and texture. The traditional methods, such as Fourier transform, cannot analyze nonlin-
ear and nonstationary data seriously. For example, the methods based on Fourier transform
are only suitable to analyze linear and stationary data. To handle this problem, Huang devel-
oped a new adaptive method for analyzing nonlinear and nonstationary data, named Hilbert-
Huang transform (HHT) including empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert spectral
analysis [1]. The principle of bi-dimensional empirical mode decomposition (BEMD) devel-
oped on Huang’s basis is elucidated in this chapter. A BEMD program on MATLAB platform
was compiled and effectively used to handle regional and local gravity signals for the study
areas. This yielded two types of significant two-dimensional intrinsic mode functions (BIMFs)
characterizing gravitational components: RBIMFs and LBIMFs. The former depicts spatial
distribution relationships between regional geological architectures at different depths which
may reflect mantle and/or the basement swells and intrusive bodies which may be associated
with mineral deposits. The latter does the spatial distribution relationships between the dif-
ferent intrusive bodies and the various types of mineral deposits, which provide some reliable
evidences for searching for new concealed mineral deposits in study areas.

2. Principle of bi-dimensional empirical mode decomposition

The complicated data set can be decomposed adaptively into a finite number of different
frequency components called two-dimensional intrinsic mode function (BIMF). These BIMFs
are obtained through a sifting process which will not stop until the number of extrema of
maximum (or minimum) points is equal or less than 2. Using the BEMD method, the local
high frequency oscillations can be extracted from original data set [1]. The process of BEMD is similar to the one-dimensional EMD. Obviously, the two-dimensional extrema detection and the surface interpolation of envelops are more complicated than one-dimensional ones.

If \( \text{Ori}(m,n) \) is defined as the original data set which can be decomposed into a finite number of bi-dimensional intrinsic mode functions (BIMFs) from high frequency to low frequency, \( \text{Ori}(m,n) \) can be decomposed into a series of BIMFs and a residue:

\[
\text{Ori}(m,n) = \sum_{i=1}^{t} B_{i}(m,n) + \text{Res}(m,n)
\]  

(1)

where the \( B_{i}(m,n) \) is the \( i \)th BIMF component (from high to low frequency, \( B_{1}(m,n), B_{2}(m,n), \ldots, B_{t}(m,n) \)), and \( \text{Res}(m,n) \) is the residue. The frequency of BIMF \( i \) is higher than the other BIMFs’.

In the bi-dimensional sifting process, the neighboring window is used for detecting the extrema and the multiquadric method is used for computing the surface interpolation of envelopes to extract the BIMF [2, 3]. For each BIMF, a stopping criterion could be determined in the sifting process. Huang et al. [4] and Nunes et al. [2, 3] proposed that this could be realized by limitation of the size of the standard deviation, \( SD \), which can be calculated based on the following formula (2):

\[
SD_{\varphi} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \left| \frac{h_{i,j}(m,n) - h_{i,j}(m,n)}{h_{i,j}(m,n)} \right|^{2}
\]

(2)

The 2D sifting process can be influenced by the determination of \( SD \). The number of BIMFs will increase with smaller \( SD \). Besides, the mean value and standard deviation of the mean matrix \( \text{mean}(m,n) \) of the upper and lower envelopes should be considered together. The 2D sifting process algorithm used in this study, first proposed by Nunes et al. [2, 3] and improved on the envelope interpolation in this study, is as follows (Figure 1):

1. **Initialization:** \( r_{0}(m,n) = \text{Ori}(m,n) \), and \( j = 1 \) is the BIMF index;

2. **Extraction of the \( j \)th BIMF component:**
   - (i) Initialize and make \( h_{1}(m,n) = r_{j-1}(m,n), i = 1 \);
   - (ii) detect all the points of local maximum \( m_{\text{max},i-1} \) and local minimum \( m_{\text{min},i-1} \) of \( h_{i-1}(m,n) \) respectively;
   - (iii) compute the upper (lower) envelope of the local maximum and local minimum point, respectively;
   - (iv) calculate the envelope mean: \( m_{i-1}(m,n) = (m_{\text{max},i-1}(m,n) + m_{\text{min},i-1}(m,n))/2 \);
   - (v) \( h_{i}(m,n) = h_{i-1}(m,n) - m_{i-1}(x,y), i = i + 1 \);
   - (vi) \( h_{i}(m,n) = \text{BIMF}(m,n) \) if \( h_{i}(m,n) \) matches the stopping criterion, then the \( j \)th BIMF is got, or
   - (vii) repeat steps (ii)–(vi);
(3) \( r(m, n) = r_{j-1}(m, n) - \text{BIMF}(m, n) \); and

(4) Go to step (2), when the extrema number of \( R(m, n) \) is more than 2, \( j = j + 1 \), or decomposition is ended.

Nunes et al. [2, 3] developed firstly the BEMD algorithm. In this study, the envelope interpolation was improved on the Nunes’ method. The two-dimensional sifting process algorithm is illustrated as follows (Figure 1).

Huang et al. [1] defined the orthogonality of one-dimensional IMFs using any two IMFs, \( C_f \) and \( C_g \) through calculating the index of orthogonality (IO) based on the following formula:

\[
\text{IO}_{fg} = \text{abs} \left( \sum_{t} C_f(t) \cdot C_g(t) \right) \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sum_{t} C_f^2(t) + \sum_{t} C_g^2(t)}}
\]  

(3)

For the one-dimensional EMD method, orthogonality is supposed satisfied, if the IO value is less than 0.05.

In this study, we consider two IMFs as vector, and if they are orthogonal, the inner product is zero, that is, \( \text{IMF}(t) \cdot \text{IMF}(t) = 0 \). As is similar to one-dimensional EMD, for BEMD, if the index of orthogonality (IO) value is less than 0.05, we think the orthogonality is satisfied. The IO usually depends on the length of data. The shorter the length is, the bigger the IO is. Here, if we consider an \( m \times n \) matrix to an \( m \times n \) vector, the two-dimensional orthogonality is similar to the one-dimensional orthogonality. Here, we say this as a pseudo orthogonality for bi-dimensional data. That is:

\[
\text{IO} = \text{abs} \left( \sum_{p=1}^{m} \sum_{q=1}^{n} \text{BIMF}(p, q) \frac{\text{BIMF}(p, q)}{\text{BIMF}(p, q) + \text{BIMF}(p, q)} \right)
\]  

(4)

where \( \text{BIMF}(p, q) \) and \( \text{BIMF}(p, q) \) are BIMF components. This method will decrease the error caused by the shortage of data in a given direction.

High-pass (\( S_{hp} \)), band-pass (\( S_{bp} \)) and low-pass (\( S_{lp} \)) defined by Freire and Ulrych [5] can be established in BEMD by selecting one or a few specific BIMF(s) to highlight certain features of geological bodies.

\[
S_{hp}(m, n) = \sum_{p=1}^{r} B_p(m, n)
\]  

(5)

\[
S_{bp}(m, n) = \sum_{p=1}^{r} B_p(m, n)
\]  

(6)

\[
S_{lp}(m, n) = \sum_{p=1}^{r} B_p(m, n) + \text{Res}(m, n)
\]  

(7)
Figure 1. Sifting procedure of BEMD (revised after [2, 3]).
3. Application

3.1. Application of BEMD for extracting gravity anomalies indicating the geological architectures and granites associated mineralization in the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field

The Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field, located at the westernmost end of the Cathaysia Block in South China, is one of the largest tin-polymetallic ore fields in the world. It is associated with magmatic-hydrothermal ore-forming processes triggered by deeply seated structures and concealed granites (Figure 2).

3.1.1. Geological background and mineralization characteristics

The world class Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field is located on the western margin of the South China Block. Bounded on the northwest side by the NE-trending Mile-Shizong Fault, it is adjacent to the Yangtze Block, and bounded on the southwest side by the NW-trending ASRR Fault, it is adjacent to the Indo-China Block (Figure 2). The Gejiu ore field is approximately 1600 km² in area and was a tectonic sag or depression for much of its geological history.

Figure 2. A: Geological outline map of southeastern Asia, showing major tectonic units and location of the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field is situated (from [6]); and B: simplified geological map showing the spatial distribution of intrusive rocks and the various types of mineral deposits in the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field and surrounding areas. CB, Cathaysia Block; YB, Yangtze Block; SB, Sibumasu Block; TP, Tibet Plate; ICB, Indo-China Block; and IP, India Plate.
Cambrian to Quaternary rock successions are well preserved, and the late Triassic to Cretaceous strata are preferentially exposed at the surface due to uplift associated with Yanshanian (Mesozoic) tectonic movements [7]. Most of the outcrops in the Gejiu area consist of Middle Triassic Gejiu Formation carbonates with more than 3000 m in thickness, and Middle Triassic Falang Formation fine-grained clastic sediments and carbonates with interlayering mafic lavas ranging from 1800 to 2800 m in thickness [8]. Numerous faults exist in the Gejiu area, including the NNE-trending and NE-trending faults and the NS-trending Gejiu fault (Figure 2). The Gejiu fault divides the Gejiu ore field into two parts (Figure 2b). The ore deposits are mainly located in the eastern part. Structures in the eastern part include NS-, NNE- and EW-trending faults. The EW-trending faults separate the Gejiu field into five segments from south to north, that is, Kafang, Laochang, Gaosong, Songshujiao, and Malage (Figure 2b). Besides Triassic lavas, the Mesozoic igneous rocks in this area can be found, for example gabbro, mafic microgranular enclave (MME)-bearing granites, porphyritic biotite granite, equigranular biotite granite, alkaline rocks and mafic dikes. SHRIMP and LA-ICP-MS zircon ages ranging from 77.4 ± 2.5 to 85.8 ± 0.6 Ma have been reported for the granitic rocks [9, 10]. The granites are transitional from metaluminous to weakly peraluminous, and are high-K and alkali-rich. Geochemical and Sr–Nd–Hf isotopic data suggest that the Gejiu granitic magma experienced high degrees of fractional crystallization following its formation due to partial melting of the Mesoproterozoic crust with minor input from mantle-derived magmas. The geochemical data indicate that the degrees of fractional crystallization are distinctive for different intrusive phases and that the later phases tend to be more evolved. These highly fractionated granites were likely generated in an intraplate setting. Mineralization is spatially related to highly evolved granitic phases. The previous studies generally suggest that the mineralization was coeval with Late Cretaceous granitic intrusions [9, 10]. The deposits in the Gejiu ore field are mostly underlain by the mid-Triassic Gejiu Formation, which consists primarily of light gray to gray limestone, with minor banded and lenticular calcareous dolomite. Greisen (quartz–muscovite), muscovite, sericite and skarn alterations were intensively developed on the margins of the cupola and in the contact zone between granite and carbonate. Skarn-sulfide ores occur along the contact zones between granite and limestone and/or dolomite, and are characterized by disseminated, veinlet and massive structures. The primary skarn minerals are pyroxene, garnet and scapolite. Tourmaline and fluorite are common hydrothermal alteration minerals overprinting skarn ores. The ores are associated with retrograde skarn minerals (actinolite, tremolite and chlorite). The major ore minerals include arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite, cassiterite, chalcopyrite and marmatite, with lesser amounts of pyrite, scheelite, native bismuth, molybdenite and magnetite [6, 11].

3.1.2. Gravity decomposition

The gravity data surveyed at a grid of 2000 m × 2000 m, covering an area including the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field and the Bozhushan silver-lead-zinc polymetallic ore field (Figure 3), are provided by the Yunnan Geological Survey. The total data resolution is ±2.32 × 10⁻⁶ m/s². The densities of the exposed geological bodies vary from 2.55 to 2.60 g/cm³ for the granites, 2.68 to 2.72 g/cm³ for the carbonate rocks, 2.98 to 3.10 g/cm³ for the basic and ultrabasic rocks, and average 4.52 g/cm³ for massive skarn tin ore within the Gejiu district [12].
In this study, a $SD = 0.02$ is assumed for decomposition of the gravity data surveyed for a grid of $2000 \times 2000$ m, according to the Eq. (8) using the sifting process of the BEMD described above:

$$Ori(m, n) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} B_i(m, n) + Res(m, n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $Ori(m, n)$ is the original 2D gravity data; $B_i(m, n)$ is the 2D IMFs; and $Res(m, n)$ is the 2D residual component. The original gravity image (Figure 3) was decomposed into three BIMFs ($BIMF_1$, $BIMF_2$, and $BIMF_3$) and one residue $Res(m, n)$ by BEMD. Because $BIMF_1$, $BIMF_2$, and $BIMF_3$ decrease in frequency, within the same range, $BIMF_1$ represents the gravity image with the highest frequency, and $Res(m, n)$ represents the gravity image with lowest frequency. The frequency of both the $BIMF_2$ and the $BIMF_3$ images ranges between that of $BIMF_1$ and $Res(m, n)$. The 1D decomposition results for the northeastern (line AB) and northwestern directions (line CD) of the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic field at a mutually perpendicular angle (Figure 3) are shown in Figure 4. The smoothness of the curves increases as the frequency decreases from $BIMF_1$ to residual component. The orthogonality of the BIMFs was checked in both directions (Table 1). The results show that except for $IO_{23}$ being slightly bigger than zero, $IO_{12}$ and $IO_{13}$ values are close to zero and thus orthogonality is approximately satisfied.

![Figure 3](image-url)
3.1.3. Implications of the gravity decomposition components for the geology and mineralization in the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic field

The abovementioned BIMFs have distinct geological implications. The high-pass filtered image (BIMF$_1$) depicts the shallow geological architecture in the study area (Figure 5). Three negative gravity anomalies bracketed by positive gravity anomalies are shown (Figure 5). Two among the three negative gravity anomalies correspond respectively to the outcropped granites (I) in the western Gejiu ore field and the buried granites (II) in the eastern Gejiu ore field. The positive gravity anomalies are conjectured to be created from faults filled by basic dykes and/or skarn alteration with tin-copper mineralization (IV). At the northwest side of the Gejiu ore field bounded by the NE trending Mile-Shizong fault, there is an obvious negative gravity anomaly (III) that we conjecture could be created by buried granites, which could be a new area for exploring tin-lead-zinc polymetallic deposits. A geological-geophysical profile across the whole Gejiu tin-polymetallic field from north to south (line AA’ in Figure 5) was drawn to show the variations of both the BIMF$_1$ gravity component and the original gravity anomaly along the geological profile (Figure 6). It is illustrated that the BIMF$_1$ gravity component more exactly reflects the shape fluctuation of the concealed granites, the contact metasomatic skarn alteration and tin-copper polymetallic mineralization than the original gravity anomaly and the local gravity component from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section (line)</th>
<th>AB</th>
<th>CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IO$_{13}$</td>
<td>0.0466</td>
<td>0.1112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO$_{14}$</td>
<td>0.0885</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO$_{23}$</td>
<td>0.3607</td>
<td>0.2996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Orthogonality assessment.

3.1.3. Implications of the gravity decomposition components for the geology and mineralization in the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic field

The abovementioned BIMFs have distinct geological implications. The high-pass filtered image (BIMF$_1$) depicts the shallow geological architecture in the study area (Figure 5). Three negative gravity anomalies bracketed by positive gravity anomalies are shown (Figure 5). Two among the three negative gravity anomalies correspond respectively to the outcropped granites (I) in the western Gejiu ore field and the buried granites (II) in the eastern Gejiu ore field. The positive gravity anomalies are conjectured to be created from faults filled by basic dykes and/or skarn alteration with tin-copper mineralization (IV). At the northwest side of the Gejiu ore field bounded by the NE trending Mile-Shizong fault, there is an obvious negative gravity anomaly (III) that we conjecture could be created by buried granites, which could be a new area for exploring tin-lead-zinc polymetallic deposits. A geological-geophysical profile across the whole Gejiu tin-polymetallic field from north to south (line AA’ in Figure 5) was drawn to show the variations of both the BIMF$_1$ gravity component and the original gravity anomaly along the geological profile (Figure 6). It is illustrated that the BIMF$_1$ gravity component more exactly reflects the shape fluctuation of the concealed granites, the contact metasomatic skarn alteration and tin-copper polymetallic mineralization than the original gravity anomaly and the local gravity component from
Figure 5. The gravity component BIMF$_1$ image showing that there are three negative gravity anomalies which may be associated with the tin-copper polymetallic mineralization, surrounded by rings of positive gravity anomalies which are inferred to originate from faults filled with skarn alteration and tin-copper polymetallic mineralization.

Figure 6. Spatial relationships between granites, ore bodies and local gravity components cross the section AA’ in the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field shown in Figure 5 (modified from [10, 11]). (A) Original gravity anomaly; (B) the BIMF$_1$ gravity component decomposed from the original gravity anomaly by using BEMD; (C) local gravity component decomposed from the original gravity anomaly by using SVD [13].
the singular-value decomposition (SVD) [13]. The BIMF_1 gravity component values vary from about –3.0 to +2.5 μm/s^2 from the Malaga Sn-Cu ore block toward the Songshujiao Sn-Pb ore block, in accordance with an increase in thickness of the overlying carbonate rocks, whereas from the Songshujiao Sn-Pb ore block to the Kafang Cu-Sn ore block, the IMF_1 gravity component values range from +2.5 to −5.5 μm/s^2, exhibiting a sharp decrease corresponding to thinning of the overlying carbonate rocks. At the south end of the section, the BIMF_1 gravity component values increase from −5.5 to −2.0 μm/s^2 in accordance with thickening of the overlying carbonate rocks (Figure 6). These observations imply that the local gravity anomaly variation may be mainly influenced by the shape fluctuation of the granite complex and the thickness of the overlying carbonate rock as well as local mineralization. The band-pass filtered image (BIMF_1) (Figure 7) depicts the middle-shallow geological architecture. There is a negative gravity anomaly centered area which may reflect the overall distribution of the Gejiu granitic complex, including the outcropped and the buried granites. The outcropped granites in the western Gejiu field bounded by the Gejiu fault may extend to the eastern Gejiu field at subsurface, which has been tested by drilling and mining engineering [10]. Almost all types of ore deposits are distributed around the Gejiu granitic complex displaying negative gravity anomaly, and have a close temporal-spatial relationship with the granitic complex [11]. The other band-pass filtered image (BIMF_2) (Figure 8) depicts the middle-lower geological architecture. There is an EW-trending negative gravity anomaly zone (I) with two negative gravity anomaly centers (I_a and I_b) that coincide with the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field and the Bozhushan silver-lead-zinc polymetallic ore field, respectively [14, 15]. This may reflect the existence of an EW-trending granite zone at middle-low depths within the study area. The Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field is

Figure 7. The gravity component BIMF image showing a negative gravity centered area which may reflect existence of a huge granitic complex within the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field. The various ore deposits within the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field have a close spatial relationship with the granitic complex.
Figure 8. The gravity component BIMF, image showing an EW-trending negative gravitation anomaly zone that may reflect existence of an EW-trending granite zone connecting the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic field to the Bozhushan silver-lead-zinc polymetallic field.

Figure 9. The residual gravity component $R_{e}(m, n)$ image showing the lowest geological architecture within the study area.
connected to the Bozhushan silver-lead-zinc-tin polymetallic ore field by this granite zone, forming an EW-trending regional polymetallic mineralization zone associated with the granite zone (Figure 8). The low-pass filtered gravity component image \((Res(m, n))\) (Figure 9) may depict the deep geological architecture within the study area, as suggested by Hou et al. [16]. In our study area, the residual map (Figure 9) depicts a pair of NWW-trending positive and negative gravity anomaly zones (I and II). The central axis of the positive gravity anomaly zone (I) approximately coincides with the ASRR fault which is regarded a boundary between the Indochina Block and the Cathaysia Block [17–21]. It has been illustrated that the ASRR fault cuts through the crust and controls the regional distribution of both intrusions and related mineralization [22, 23], which may have caused the mantle and/or the basement uplift with distinct positive gravity anomaly [13, 24, 25]. The negative gravity zone is inferred to be associated with the mantle and/or the basement depression (II) [13, 24–26]. The Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic deposits and the related granites that are characterized by initial \(^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}\) ratios ranging from 0.7097 to 0.7130 suggesting mixed crust–mantle sources [6], are located at the transitional zone (III), whereas the Bozhushan silver-lead-zinc polymetallic deposits and the related granites with initial \(^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}\) ratios ranging from 0.7126 to 0.7170 (unpublished data from authors), are situated within the zone of mantle depression. This difference in magmatic sources may be a key reason why huge amounts of tin and copper were accumulated within the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic ore field, whereas silver, lead and zinc deposited were concentrated within the Bozhushan ore field.

3.2. Application of BEMD for extracting gravity anomalies indicating the geology and mineralization of the Tongshi gold field, Western Shandong Uplifted Block

3.2.1. Geology setting

The Tongshi gold field is located in the concealed basement to the southwestern the Mesozoic Pingyi volcanic sedimentary basin in the western Shandong Uplifted Block, Eastern China. The concealed basement area, where the Archean greenstone covered by Cambrian–Ordovician carbonates, was intruded by the Tongshi subvolcanic alkaline intrusive complex consisting of syenite porphyries and diorite porphyrites. In the Tongshi gold field, the Tongshi complex is the primary ore-controlling factor. Gold deposits (occurrences) distributed around or in the Tongshi complex can be classified into four types: (a) porphyry gold occurrences are located in the Tongshi complex, (b) Skarn iron–copper–gold deposits are located in the inner contact metasomatic zone between the intrusive complex and its host Cambrian–Ordovician carbonate rocks surrounded, (c) Crypto-breccia gold deposits and (d) Carlin-type gold deposits located in the outer contact metasomatic zone. Thus, the various types of gold deposits constitute a gold mineral resource series (Figure 10) [27, 28]. Two \(w(\text{Ar}^{40})/w(\text{Ar}^{39})\) analysis of amphiboles from the diorite porphyrite and the syenite porphyry suites revealed ages of 189 and 188 Ma, respectively [29]. The intrusive complex’s zircon SHRIMP–Pb ages vary from 167.9 to 183 Ma [30]. The intrusive complex exhibits obvious negative gravity fields (Figure 10).
3.2.2. Gravity components decomposition

Gravity data analyzed here were surveyed at a grid of 500 m × 250 m provided by the Yanzhou Geology & Mineral Exploration Institute of Shandong province, and the study area covered about 408 km$^2$. The resolution of the survey data is ±2.32 × 10$^{-6}$ m/s$^2$. The density of exposed geological bodies was 2.73–2.90 g/cm$^3$ for the Archean greenstone belt, 2.64–2.76 g/cm$^3$ for Cambrian–Ordovician carbonates, 2.61–2.71 g/cm$^3$ for the Tongshi intrusive complex and 2.46–2.53 g/cm$^3$ for volcanic sedimentary rocks [31]. The Bouguer gravity data (Figure 11) can be separated to five BIMFs (BIMF$_1$, BIMF$_2$, BIMF$_3$, BIMF$_4$ and BIMF$_5$) and a residual component Res($m, n$) with sifting processes

$$\text{Ori}(m, n) = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \text{BIMF}_i(m, n) + \text{Res}(m, n)$$

where Ori($m, n$) is the original 2D Bouguer anomaly data; BIMF$_i(m, n)$ is the 2D IMFs and Res($m, n$) is the 2D residual component. The BIMFs represent 2D gravity data characterizing the local feature with different scale which may reveal geological feature. Though BIMF$_1$, BIMF$_2$, BIMF$_3$, BIMF$_4$ and BIMF$_5$ decrease in frequency, the frequency of BIMF$_i$ is higher than that of BIMF$_{i+1}$ only within the same range, not in any range.

Here we set SD = 0.02 for the stopping condition. The 1D decomposition results for the northeastern (line AB) and northwestern directions (line CD) (Figure 11) are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The smoothness of the curves increases with the frequency decrease.

Figure 10. Geology and mineralization of Tongshi gold field, Western Shandong Uplifted Block, Eastern China (revised after [27]).
Figure 11. Original Bouguer gravity anomaly image surveyed at a scale of 1:50,000 in Tongshi gold field.

Figure 12. IMF components of one-dimensional gravity data for NE trend of a section AB shown in Figure 11.
from IMF₂ to IMF₅. Almost all the IOs we calculated are close to zero which approximately satisfied the orthogonality (Table 2).

3.2.3. Implications of the gravity decomposition components for the geology and mineralization in the Tongshi gold field

Both BIMF₂ and BIMF₃ components among the five BIMFs mentioned above have clear geological significance (Figures 14 and 15). The BIMF₂ image in Figure 14 is considered as a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Section AB</th>
<th>Section CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IO₁₂</td>
<td>0.1008</td>
<td>0.1726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₁₃</td>
<td>0.1065</td>
<td>5.6550×10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₁₄</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.0506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₁₅</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.0952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₂₃</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₂₄</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₂₅</td>
<td>0.1426</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₃₄</td>
<td>0.0954</td>
<td>0.0828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₃₅</td>
<td>0.1698</td>
<td>0.0664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₄₅</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Orthogonality assessment.
low-pass-filtering result of the Bouguer anomaly data. Two basic deep geological units are obvious. Unit I, showing positive Bouguer anomaly, is the concealed basement with a double layer comprising Archean greenstone covered by Cambrian–Ordovician carbonate rocks. Unit II, with an obvious negative Bouguer anomaly, is the Mesozoic volcanic sedimentary basin that consists of Jurassic and the Cretaceous volcanic-sedimentary rocks. The BIMF image (Figure 1) is considered as a band-pass-filtering result, which clearly reveals the geological structure of the Tongshi gold field. The Tongshi gold field includes three basic geological units according to Figure 1. The NW Mesozoic volcanic-sedimentary basin (II) developed in the northeast area of the study area present an obvious negative Bouguer anomaly. The Tongshi intrusive complex (III) intruded into the concealed basement exhibits relative negative gravity anomaly compared to the host rocks.

According to its gravity anomaly features, Unit III can be subdivided into subunits IIIa, obvious negative anomalous center reflecting the distribution of Tongshi intrusive complex, and IIIb, circular positive gravity anomaly representing the contact metasomatic zone between the Tongshi intrusive complex (IIIa) and its host rocks. The spatial distributions of various types of gold deposits are controlled by Unit III (Figure 15).

Taking a geological section along the line EF in Figure 15 yields a geological-geophysical pattern for the Tongshi gold field showing the formation and distribution of gold deposits (Figure 16). During 168–189 Ma, the Tongshi intrusive complex (IIIa), with the negative Bouguer anomaly varying from −2 to −265 μm/s², intruded into the concealed basement.
Figure 15. BIMF image decomposed from original gravity data for Tongshi gold field.

Unit I: concealed basement; Unit II: Mesozoic volcanic sedimentary basin; Unit IIIa: Tongshi intrusive complex; Unit IIIb: contact metasomatic zone between the Tongshi intrusive complex and its host rocks

Figure 16. Geological-geophysical model of Tongshi gold field cross section EF shown in Figure 15.
The extracted Bouguer anomaly of the concealed basement (I) generally varies from −100 to −2 μm/s². But in the northeast margin, it rapidly increases from −2 to 246 μm/s², possibly reflecting upwelling zones of the Archean basement. The contact metasomatic zone shows positive gravity anomalies, varying from 0 to 160 μm/s² (IIb), which can be attributed to metasomatic processes when magma intruded upwards into Cambrian–Ordovician carbonates. The distribution of various types of gold deposits is controlled by Unit III and displays spatial zonation. In the Tongshi intrusive complex (IIIf), porphyry gold occurrences can be found, and Skarn iron–copper–gold occurrences are located in the inner contact metasomatic zone (IIIf). Crypto-breccia and Carlin-type gold deposits are located at the outer contact metasomatic zone (IIIf) (Figure 16). Some undiscovered concealed gold deposits might be found on the northeastern side of the Tongshi intrusive complex (upwelling zones of the Archean basement) and the contact metasomatic zone covered by early Cretaceous volcanic-sedimentary rocks.

4. Conclusions

BEMD can effectively extract gravity components at different wavelengths that may reflect geological architectures at different depths associated with mineralization and the related intrusions in the study areas. The components are extracted by decomposing the gravity data into different bi-dimensional intrinsic mode functions (BIMFs). The gravity components of BIMF₁, BIMF₂, ..., BIMFᵢ and BIMFᵢ₊₁, ... decrease in frequency. The residual gravity component (Res(m, n)) has the lowest frequency. These gravity components decomposed by BEMD have the distinct geological implications. For the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic field:

(a) The high-pass filtered gravity component image (BIMF₁) depict the shallow geological architecture within the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic field, which indicates that the skarn alteration and tin-copper mineralization with positive gravity anomalies are distributed around the granites with negative gravity anomalies. (b) The band-pass filtered gravity component images (BIMF₂) depict the middle-shallow geological architecture, which indicates that the outcropped granites in the western Gejiu ore field bounded by the Gejiu fault may extend to the eastern Gejiu ore field to form an integrated granitic complex in the subsurface. (c) The other band-pass filtered gravity component images (BIMFᵢ) depict the middle-lower geological architecture, which indicates that there may be an EW-trending granite zone with negative gravity anomaly at middle-lower depth connecting the Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic field to the Bozhushan silver-lead-zinc polymetallic field, displaying the existence of an EW-trending regional polymetallic mineralization zone within the study area. (d) The low-pass filtered gravity component image (the Res(m, n)) depict the lowest geological architecture within the study area, which reflects that there may be a pair of the NW-trending uplift zone of the mantle and/or the basement with positive gravity anomaly and the depression zone of the mantle and/or the basement with negative gravity anomaly. The Gejiu tin-copper polymetallic deposits and the related granites are located at their transitional zone, but the Bozhushan silver-lead-zinc polymetallic deposits and the related granites are situated within...
the depression zone, which imply that the diversity of the Late Yanshanian granites and the related polymetallic deposits in the study area may be controlled by the complexity of the crust-mantle interaction in depth.

For the Tongshi gold field, both BIMF\(_5\) and BIMF\(_3\) components among the five BIMFs have clear geological significance (Figures 14 and 15). The BIMF\(_5\) image in Figure 14 is a low-pass filtering component of the original Bouguer gravity anomaly data. Two basic deep geological units are obvious. Unit I is a concealed basement with a double layer comprising Archean greenstone with the Cambrian-Ordovician carbonate rocks laid on, characterized mainly by positive gravity anomaly, and Unit II is the Mesozoic volcanic-sedimentary basin that consists of Jurassic and the Cretaceous volcanic-sedimentary rocks, with an obvious negative Bouguer gravity anomaly.

The BIMF\(_3\) image in Figure 15 is a band-pass filtering component of the Bouguer gravity anomaly, which reveals the geological structure clearly. The Tongshi gold field includes three basic geological units according to Figure 15, (a) a concealed basement (I), with positive Bouguer anomaly in Figure 14, for which positive Bouguer anomaly at northeast margin might be the reflection of Archean metamorphic basement swells; (b) Mesozoic volcanic-sedimentary basin (II) extending in NW direction exhibits an obvious negative gravity anomaly; and (c) the Tongshi intrusive complex (III) with negative Bouguer anomaly intruded into the concealed basement. According to the extracted Bouguer anomaly features, Unit III can be subdivided into subunits IIIa and IIIb. The circular positive gravity anomaly (IIIb) around an obvious negative anomalous center (IIIa) might reflect the spatial distribution of the alteration and mineralization halo of the Tongshi intrusive complex, which might represent the contact metasomatic zone that developed between the Tongshi intrusive complex and its host rocks. The spatial distributions of various types of gold deposits are controlled by Unit III (Figure 15).

In conclusion, BEMD was successfully applied to the decomposition of gravity data for two study areas. The BEMD method is not only suitable for analysis of gravity data, but also can be extended for analysis of the scattered data like magnetic data and exploration geochemical data.
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